Preface

The Annual Report is a collection of this year’s research output from the UC Berkeley Phonology Lab, which we publish so that our colleagues around the world can see what we're doing, and so that we can more easily and completely report our activities to our funders and supporters.

Much of the work presented here has been submitted for publication in peer-reviewed journals and significant edited volumes. Additionally, the annual report includes some of our work in progress, which means that the manuscripts may represent early stages of research, or may be prepublication versions of papers that will be improved in later revisions. When a published version becomes available we will add the publication information in the on-line table of contents.

The Phonology Lab is generously supported by the UCB Division of Social Sciences, UCB Department of Linguistics, The Holbrook Fund for Experimental Phonetics, and the National Science Foundation.
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Phonology Lab Personnel, 2009

Molly Babel                  Te-hsin Liu
Daria Bulatov               John Ohala
Charles Chang               Russell Rhodes
Eddie Chang                 Maria-Josep Solé
Clara Cohen                 Ronald Sprouse
John Houde                  John Sylak
Larry Hyman                 Sam Tilsen
Sharon Inkelas              Melinda Woodley
Keith Johnson               Yao Yao
Reiko Kataoka               Dominic Yu
Shira Katseff